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Abstract - Since the effective dose equivalent, based on the

weighted sum of organ dose equivalents, is not a directly

measurable quantity, it must be estimated with the assistance of

computer modeling techniques and a knowledge of the radiation

field. Although extreme accuracy is not necessary for radiation

protection purposes, a few well-chosen measurements are required

to confirm the theoretical models. Neutron measurements were

performed in a RANDO phantom using thermoluminescent dosemeters,

track etch dosemeters, and a i/2-in. (1.27-cm) tissue equivalent

proportional counter in order to estimate neutron doses and dose

equivalents within the phantom at specific locations. The

phantom was exposed to bare and D20-moderated 252Cf neutrons at

the Pacific Northwest Laboratory's Low Scatter Facility. The

Monte Carlo code MCNP with the MIRD-V mathematical phantom was

used to model the human body and calculate organ doses and dose

equivalents. The experimental methods are described and the

results of the measurements are compared to the calculations.



INTRODUCTION

The determination of effective dose equivalent, a concept

_st introduced by the International Commission on Radiological

Protection (ICRP) (I) in 1977, is required by most national and

international authoritative bodies to show compliance with limits

on worker exposure. The determination of effective dose

equivalent requires a knowledge of the dose equivalent to certain

organs which in most cases must be calculated and inferred from

other measurements. Any calculational method used to determine

radiation exposure must be shown through measurements to be as

accurate as current technology allows; this has been fairly

straightforward for photons but has proved to be much more

difficult for neutrons. The objective of this study was to

identify and perform the measurements necessary to verify the

calculational models used at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory

(PNL) in support of implementing effective dose equivalent.

For the verification measurements, simple exposure

conditions were deemed necessary. A 252Cf source was used for

its traceability to the National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) and simple point source geometry. Measurements

were performed with the bare 252Cf source and with the source in

the 15-cm-radius, cadmium-covered D20 sphere. The goal was to

show that the calculated organ doses agreed with the measured

organ doses to within 20%. This is based on predicted

measurement errors of 10-15% and statistical errors of 5-10% in

the calculations. Based on the accuracy and precision of

current neutron dosemeters, this was considered acceptable.



NEUTRON CALCULATIONAL MODEL

The calculations were based on the Monte Carlo general

_ -_e radiation transport code, MCNP, developed by Los Alamos

National Laboratory. (2) Continuous-energy neutron cross sections

from the Evaluated Nuclear Data File B-V (ENDF/B-V) were used in

the transport calculations, along with the MIRD-V mathematical

anthropomorphic phantom. (3) The source terms were modeled as

isotropic point sources with a Watt fission energy spectrum

describing the bare 252Cf source and the ISO energy histogram for

the D20-moderated 252Cf source.

The MCNP code calculates the energy-dependent fluences and

absorbed doses to specified organs from neutrons and neutron-

induced photons due to neutrons incident uniformly on the surface

of the phantom. A post-processing code is necessary to read the

output from an MCNP calculation and apply the appropriate quality

factors and weighting factors to result in a single number for

the effective dose equivalent per unit incident fluence. The

main focus was to verify the Monte Carlo technique and input

parameters that result in estimates of the organ doses.

NEL_RON MEASUREMENTS

All measurements were performed in PNL's Low-Scatter

Facility with a RANDO Average-Man phantom and a 1.47-mg 252Cf

neutron source. The RANDO phantom is composed of Aiderson Muscle

tissue substitute material molded about an actual human skeleton

with 5 mm diameter holes drilled in a 3-cm-x-3-cm array for

holding dosemeters. These holes are filled with tissue-



equivalent (TE) plastic plugs when not being used. The phantom

consists of 36 separate slices, 1 in. (2.54 cm) thick, numbered 0

to 35. During the exposures, the distance from the source to the

front surface of the phantom at mid-torso height (slice 21) was 1

meter. Figure 1 shows the phantom set up at 1 meter from the

source. One disadvantage of using a RANDO phantom is the fact

that although it's torso and head dimensions are very realistic,

it has no arms or legs as seen in Figure i.

The criteria used for selecting a measurement technique for

this study were I) sensitivity to neutrons, 2) accuracy over

neutron energies from thermal to i0 MeV, 3) small enough to fit

at a point of interest inside a physical phantom without

perturbing the flux, and 4) exhibiting little or no directional

dependence to complicate interpretation of results.

An initial measurement was performed with thermoluminescent

dosemeters (TLDs) and track etch dosemeters (TEDs) because of

their small size and availability. The TLDs consisted of 7LiF

chips used in conjunction with 6LiF chips to correct for the

gamma component of the response. Sets of chips were also exposed

bare and covered with cadmium to attempt to distinguish between

the thermal and fast neutron components. The track etch

dosemeters (CR-39), 2.86 cm x 1.59 cm x 0.635 mm, were placed

horizontally between phantom slices. In this initial set, only

four organs were chosen for preliminary characterization due to

the large effort involved in the data processing and analysis.

The locations of the specific holes and slices corresponding to a

particular organ were based on the previous work by Huda and



Sandison (4) and Golikov and Nikitin (5) . Also, since only one TLD

element, bare or cadmium-covered, could be accommodated in one

• _be bare and cadmium-covered elements were staggered, with

a TED between.

The results of the measurements and calculations for the

thyroid, heart, liver, and kidneys are shown in Table 1 for the

bare 252Cf exposure. The phantom was exposed to the bare source

for 10.86 minutes for a reference dose equivalent of 5.0 mSv at 1

meter. Table 2 shows the results for the D20 moderated 252Cf

exposure. The phantom was exposed to the moderated source for

69.32 minutes for a reference dose equivalent of 7.5 mSv at 1

meter. The results varied significantly due to the difficulty in

calibrating the TLD chip response for the correct neutron

energies and the angular dependence and energy threshold of the

TEDs.

Because of the poor correlations obtained with the TLDs and

TEDs in the phantom, a I/2-in. (1.27-cm) tissue-equivalent

proportional counter (TEPC) was used to obtain a direct

measurement of the absorbed neutron dose within the phantom. The

TEPC used was a 1/2 in. (1.27 cm) diameter tissue-equivalent (TE)

sphere enclosed in a cylindrical aluminum housing at the end of a

long aluminum stem. A schematic of the detector is shown in

Figure 2. The sphere was filled with propane TE gas at a

pressure of 33.4 torr to simulate a 1 _m site of tissue. To

avoid drilling large holes in the RANDO phantom to accommodate

the TEPC, a 1-in. (2.54-cm) thick slab of polyethylene in the

cross-sectional shape of the phantom torso was substituted for an



actual slice in the phantom at several different measurement

positions. The polyethylene slice had a 3/4-in. (l.9-cm) hole

arilled through from the back of the torso to the middle of the

slice. The TEPC was inserted from the back into the phantom in

this way and the center of the TEPC's active volume was in the

center of the substitute slice. Pulse height distributions were

collected on a multichannel analyzer during the measurements and

stored in computer files. The raw data was analyzed with the

computer code, tepc_ng, written at PNL. (6)

Measurements were attempted at three different elevations

within the phantom torso. Although the outer shape of the torso

changes with elevation, the front of the substitute slice was

always flush with the front of the surrounding torso slices and

the distances from the center of the detector to the front of the

torso and to the source were carefully measured and recorded.

The measurements were performed at slices ii, 21, and 31 with the

phantom exposed to both bare and D20-moderated 252Cf.

For the purpose of comparing the calculated absorbed dose to

the measured absorbed dose, the mathematical phantom was modified

to include a model of the TEPC inside the phantom in place of

tissue/organ material. The TEPC was modeled as a 1.27 cm inside

diameter, A-150 TE plastic sphere, 0.127 cm thick with the TE gas

inside and outside the sphere but inside the 1.9-cm-diameter

aluminum housing. The aluminum itself was not modeled because of

its transparency to neutrons. Figure 3 shows the mathematical

model as drawn by the MCNP code. The phantom composition was

also changed from ICRP tissue (10.47% H, 23.02% C, 2.34% N,



63.21% O) to Alderson Muscle (8.8% H, 64.4% C, 4.1% N, 20.4%

0) (7) and the legs were deleted several inches below the torso to

-_ the actual RANDO phantom. Instead of calculating organ-

averaged fluences, a calculation of the energy deposited in the

active volume of the detector was performed to compare to the

absorbed dose measured by the TEPC. The results of the TEPC

measurements and calculations are compared in Table 3.

CONCLUSIONS

The measurements and calculations agreed within the 20%

criterion for verification of this technique. It is assumed that

a correct estimation of the absorbed dose at these locations

within the phantom translates into correct estimations of

absorbed doses at organ locations. After careful studies of the

precision of the measurements and the low statistical errors

associated with the calculations, the observed differences can be

attributed to the differences still remaining between the

physical phantom and the mathematical phantom, which although not

trivial, are also typical of the differences one might find

between body types.

These results allow us to proceed to model more complex

exposure situations in the future such as different sizes of

phantoms and nonuniform geometries. The same organ doses have

also been used to estimate the new ICRP 60 (8) quantity, effective

dose, and compare that to effective dose equivalent.
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Table i. Organ Doses for Bare 252Cf (mSv)

TED___s TLDs Calculated

Thyroid 0.960 4.240 3.555

Heart 0.693 5.694 2.375

Liver 0.880 3.506 2.264

Kidneys 0.360 2.366 0.599

Table 2. Organ Doses for D20 Moderated 252Cf (mSv)

Organ TEDs TLDs Calculated

Thyroid 1.710 3.980 4.836

Heart 1.370 1.782 3.650

Liver 1.365 1.537 3.274

Kidneys 0°320 0.610 0.885



Table 3. Absorbed Doses for Bare and D20 Moderated 252Cf (mGy/h)

TEPC MCNP /MIRD Ca icu lated /
Location Measured + I_ Calculated + la Measured

Bare 252Cf

Slice Ii 0.941 + .019 1.107 + .055 1.18

Slice 21 1.086 _+ .035 1.269 + .050 1.17

Slice 31 1.009 _+ .030 1.080 + .054 1.07

D20-Moderated 252Cf

Slice ii 0.233 + .013 0.260 + .021 1.12

Slice 21 0.262 + .023 0.294 + .023 1.12

Slice 31 0.199 + .007 0.218 + .019 i.i0
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